Exploiting the possibility of temporal variation of the winding number, we have prepared a SSH chain in its stroboscopic topological state, starting from the trivial one, by application of a periodic perturbation. The periodic driving, we employ here, is adiabatically switched on to break the particle-hole symmetry and generate a chiral mass term in the effective Floquet Hamiltonian; consequently the Floquet Hamiltonian also gets deformed without crossing the gapless quantum critical point. The particle hole symmetry is subsequently restored in the Floquet Hamiltonian by adiabatically switching off a part of the periodic potential. Thereafter, the Floquet Hamiltonian develops a symmetry protected non-trivial topological winding number. Furthermore, we also observe stroboscopic topologically protected localised edge states in a long open chain and show that a bulk boundary correspondence survives a unitary non-equilibrium situation in 1D BDI Hamiltonians.
Preparing a system in its topologically protected state is of great interest both theoretically [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and experimentally [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] as well as from the viewpoint of quantum information theoretical studies [21, 22] (for review see, [23] [24] [25] ). Topological and Chern insulators are novel phases of matter which go beyond the conventional Landau Ginzberg paradigm and are characterised by a bulk topological invariant. The topological properties of these systems are protected by a gap in the bulk spectrum and are manifested in the occurrence of robust edge states. The so called topological invariant, characterising the topological phase, can undergo a change only when the system is tuned across a gapless (topological) quantum critical point (QCP) [24, 25] .
One of the possible ways of realising the topological phases is through the application of a time periodic global driving of a topologically trivial initial state; these periodic perturbations lead to the realisation of new topological phases of matter which have no equilibrium counterparts [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] for example, Floquet graphene [26, 27] , topological insulators [32, 33] and edge Majoranas [34, 35] . Interestingly, for two-dimensional (2D) Chern insulating systems obeying periodic boundary conditions, it has been shown that it is not possible to prepare a non-trivial topological state via unitary evolution starting from a trivial initial state; this is a consequence of the invariance of the bulk Chern number. However, for a system with boundaries, a new topological invariant i.e. the Bott index has been shown to temporally vary under unitary dynamics [36] and the edge states of such 2D systems can exhibit non-trivial dynamics [37] [38] [39] . We note that the non-equilibrium dynamics of interacting BCS superfluids was also extensively studied in connection to the corresponding equilibrium topological invariant [40, 41] .
Recently, it has been established that unlike the Chern number the winding number may change under unitary dynamics; this paves the way for the possibility of dynamical engineering of 1D topological phases with a nontrivial winding number through unitary driving protocols [42, 43] .
Starting from the topologically trivial ground state of a SSH chain [24] , which is the simplest topological insulator belonging to the BDI symmetry class [44] , we subject the state to a time periodic drive which is adiabatically switched on. For sufficiently high frequencies, the Floquet Hamiltonian governing the dynamics at stroboscopic instances, develops a chiral mass which explicitly breaks the particle-hole symmetry and opens up a gap in the bulk spectrum [27] . In the presence of the staggered mass, the parameters of the Floquet Hamiltonian also makes a transition from an initial topologically trivial value to those corresponding to the topologically nontrivial phase. The periodic potential generating the chiral mass is adiabatically switched off subsequently to restore all the protecting symmetries in the Floquet Hamiltonian. The adiabatic deformation of the Floquet Hamiltonian allows the temporal state of the system to dynamically follow the instantaneous ground state of the Floquet Hamiltonian developing a non-trivial winding number. Hence, we propose a novel way to prepare topologically non-trivial states hosting robust edge modes in a one-dimensional model by the application of unitary time-periodic perturbations.
The Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) Model and its symmetries: The Hamiltonian for the SSH model, that describes a 1D lattice with a two atom sublattice structure, can be written in terms of the (spin polarised) fermionic creation and annihilation operators as,
Here, h.c. denotes the hermitian conjugate, v and w are the intra-unit-cell and inter-unit-cell hopping amplitudes, respectively, and subscript n, i denotes the sublattice position i (i = 1, 2) of the n th unit cell. 
where,
This Hamiltonian has the following eigenvalue spectrum,
and the respective eigenvectors are,
where φ = tan
hx . Furthermore, the ground state SSH model |ψ k 0 is characterised by the following topological winding number:
which is quantized and can only assume integral values. If |v| > |w|, ν = 0, the chain is in the trivial phase; on the other hand, ν = 1 if |v| < |w| when the chain hosts topologically protected robust end states. It is also evident from Eq. (4) that the energy gap between the two bands vanishes at the QCP |v| = |w|, where the winding number becomes undefined. Thus the topologically protected winding number can only change when the parameters are tuned across a gapless point.
We shall focus on a SSH chain belonging to BDI class of non-interacting topological Hamiltonians respecting the time reversal symmetry (T ), the particle-hole symmetry (P) and the sublattice symmetry (S).
The single particle SSH Hamiltoinan H(k) (Eq. (2)) is symmetric under a sublattice transformation S = k σ z which results in the vanishing of h z (k). Also, if the hopping coefficients v and w are real, the Hamiltonian possesses the time reversal symmetry T = k K, K being simply the complex conjugation operator. Since S = PT , it is clear that the system is also symmetric under the particle-hole/charge conjugation operation with
Winding number in a driven system: We consider the temporal evolution of the equilibrium topological invariant, i.e., the winding number under a unitary drive with an initial (ground) state |ψ k (0) , which evolves under the time-dependent instantaneous Hamiltonian H k (t),
Here, H ef f k (t) is a time-dependent effective Hamiltonian acting as a generator of unitary evolution on the driven system and T is the time ordering operator. As in ref. [43] , it has been established that the winding number is temporally invariant if the effective Hamiltonian capturing the dynamics of the chain respect the discrete symmetry combinations of T and P or just P.
The Bulk polarisation current: It has also been established [43] that under an arbitrary time-dependent driving the bulk polarization current density j(t) of the SSH chain is directly proportional to the rate of change of the topological winding number (ν):
Interestingly, in the case of a time periodic drive with a period T , the stroboscopic variation (measured after a complete period of the drive) of the winding number is proportional to the stroboscopic change in the bulk polarization density of the chain in the interval
The stroboscopically observed winding number has been established to depend only on the symmetries of the Floquet Hamiltonian, i.e.,
where H F (k) is the Floquet Hamiltonian. If H F (k) respects either P or P and T , the stroboscopic winding number remains dynamically invariant.
However, if the P symmetry is broken in the Floquet Hamiltonian, the stroboscopic winding number evolves temporally. As an observable response to the symmetry breaking in the Floquet Hamiltonian, a polarisation current is generated in the bulk of the chain. The variation of the winding number opens up the possibility of the preparation of a Floquet non-trivial topological phase starting from a trivial one.
Dynamical preparation of a non-trivial topological state: Starting from the trivial ground state of a BDI symmetric SSH Hamiltonian, we periodically drive the system. We choose an off-resonant frequency (ω = 2π/T ) of driving which effectively renormalizes the eigenspectrum of the bare Hamiltonian to break the P symmetry in the Floquet Hamiltonian. Further, the periodic perturbation is switched on adiabatically, allowing the instantaneous state of the system to follow the instantaneous ground state of the Floquet Hamiltonian. We choose the protocol,
is an adiabatic ramp which slowly switches on the periodic perturbation (A(t) = −t/τ for 0 ≤ t ≤ τ ) allowing the Floquet Hamiltonian to get adiabatically modified. The ramping protocol and the periodic perturbation we choose are the following:
We note that in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , the periodic perturbation V k (t) is switched on adiabatically and in the subsequent interval τ ≤ t ≤ 2τ a part of the periodic drive is switched off, again adiabatically, to restore all the symmetries. Evidently, due to the presence of the linear ramping, the protocol is not perfectly periodic in the time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 2τ . However, as the ramping is much slower than the time period of the periodic perturbation, the complete evolution may be partitioned into the 'fast' and the 'slow' time variables [27] : the former is the time scale of the high frequency periodic drive and the later represents the time scale of the linearly ramped amplitude. Therefore, for a fixed value of the amplitude, the drive is completely periodic and a Floquet picture holds. If the frequency of the periodic drive is much higher than the characteristic bandwidth of the system and the amplitude of the drive is small enough A 2 /ω 1, A being the effective amplitude of the drive , the drive is off resonant. The effective Floquet Hamiltonian may be approximated just to incorporate the single-photon virtual processes or nearest neighbour hopping in the Floquet Bloch lattice i.e.,
We now further assume that A(t) changes very slowly (τ T ) such that its change over a time period T may be neglected at very high frequencies. Using Eq. (13), the effective Floquet Hamiltonian takes the following form,
The slowly varying amplitude can now be interpreted as an adiabatic deformation of the Floquet Hamiltonian H In open boundary conditions, at t = 2τ , symmetry restored Floquet Hamiltonian hosts zero energy eigenstates |ψ0(2τ ) localized at the ends of the chain. The energy of the localised state E = 0.003 for a finite chain with 100 lattice sites. The initial state (same as in (a)) is subjected to a unitary drive as in Eq. 12 with V0 = 0.1, V1 = 2.0, τ = 500T and ω = 100.0, where i denotes the lattice site.
The diagonal term on the other hand serves two purposes. It generates a staggerred mass term which opens up a gap between the Floquet eigenstates and keeps the floquet spectrum gapped at all times. This gap in the Floquet spectrum protects the instantaneous ground states against the generation of excitations particularly near the QCP where the gap otherwise vanishes in the absence of the staggered mass. The mass term also explicitly breaks the P and S symmetry at the same time in the Floquet Hamiltonian H F (k) causing the bulk topological invariant to change stroboscopically. At the end of the switching off (i.e., at t = 2τ ), the particle hole symmetry is completely restored in the final Floquet Hamiltonian H t F (k) which now belongs to a completely symmetric BDI SSH model in the topologically non-trivial sector.
The winding number calculated from the nonequilibrium state of the driven chain is also observed to become topologically non-trivial (see Fig. 1(a) ). In response to the explicit breaking of the P symmetry and the consequent variation of the winding number, we observe a stroboscopic generation of polarisation current in the bulk (Fig. 1(b) ) which vanishes just after the BDI symmetries are restored in the Floquet Hamiltonian at t = 2τ . Since the S symmetry has been restored finally, the winding number also remains invariant further [45] and the final Floquet Hamiltonian indeed becomes topologically inequivalent to the trivial Hamiltonian. The mass term necessarily avoids the crossing of a gapless QCP and therefore under an adiabatic protocol, the instantaneous state of the system |ψ k (2τ ) is seen to dynamically follow the ground state |ψ (Fig. 2(a) ).
The stroboscopic state thus prepared at t ≥ 2τ , is observed to host topologically protected zero energy modes localized at the ends of a finite chain with open boundary conditions (see Fig. 2(b) ). As the parameters of the final Floquet Hamiltonian are close to the critical values, the localization length of the zero energy edge states are large. The end states therefore hybridize near the midpoint of the chain which consequently lifts the energy of the localized states from exactly zero; this is also true for an undriven SSH chain for the same set of parameters. However, for a sufficiently long chain, the edge states formed would be highly localised.
Conclusions and experimental connections: Exploiting the possibility of the temporal variation of the winding number in a 1D topological insulator under a unitary drive, we have established the possibility of engineering the state of a 1D topological insulator in its topologically non-trivial phase. We start from a trivial ground state of a BDI symmetric SSH chain and let it evolve under the application of a time periodic perturbation whose amplitude is adiabatically modified such that it may be assumed to be nearly constant within a complete period of the drive. The complete "switching on" of the periodic potential drives the parameters of the Floquet Hamiltonian from a topologically trivial to a topologically nontrivial value together with the generation of a chiral mass in H F (k). Subsequently, the periodic drive generating the staggerred mass term in the Floquet Hamiltonian is switched off adiabatically to restore the BDI symmetries in the Floquet Hamiltonian. As no gapless QCP is crossed, the instantaneous state of the system (nearly) follows the ground state of the Floquet Hamiltonian. We have also established the existence of topologically protected zero energy modes in the stroboscopic state of a long SSH chain under open boundary conditions. Our study, therefore, unravels the possibility of the unitary preparation of a 1D Floquet topological phase through an adiabatic deformation of the Floquet Hamiltonian. We conclude with the note that, the bulk topological invariant of 1D topological systems has recently been probed experimentally using ultracold atomic setups in optical lattices [46] . Robust edge states were also observed and extensively studied in synthetically prepared Floquet topological systems in ultracold atomic lattices [47, 48] . The bulk polarisation current and the Floquet topological edge states, both being observable quantities are expected to be measurable in similar experimental setups in optical lattices.
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